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Post Modern Syndrome 
HITS 

"So It Goes" 
1. Beck "Tropicalia" DGC 

2. Fatboy Slim "Gangster Tripping" Astralwerks 

3. UNKLE "Bloodstain" Mo Wax/London 

4. Hooverphonic "Club Montepulciano" Epic 

5. Better Than Ezra "At The Stars" Elektra/EEG 

6. Unbelievable Truth "Higher Than Reason" Virgin 

7. Khaleel "No Mercy" Hollywood 

8. Bijou Phillips "Hawaii" Almo Sounds 

9. Dial-7 "All I Want" Warner Bros. 

10. Peter Murphy "Big Love Of A Tiny Fool" Red Ant 
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11. Adamski's Thing "One Of The People" ZTT/Universal 

12. Bernard Butler "Not Alone" Creation/Columbia/CRG 

13. Remy Zero "Prophecy" DGC 

14. Asian Dub Foundation "Buzzin'" Slash/London 

15. K's Choice "Believe" 550 Music 

16. Barenaked Ladies "It's All Been Done" Reprise 

17. Everything "Good Thing" Biackbird/Sire 

18. The Interpreters "Shout" RCA 

19. Lovatux "First Kiss" Robbins Entertainment 

20. Dada "Information Undertow" MCA 

21. Wes Cunningham "So It Goes" Warner Bros. 
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1. Beck "Tropicalia" (DGC): With the scorching first cut from his latest full-length, "Mutations," 
our favorite freaky father of invention out-does himself yet again. True to form, he takes the road less 
traveled without skipping a beat (or a scratch), and voila—Beck begets some phat, phresh-squeezed 

bossa nova! Take a trip to this funky fantasy island for the perfect PoMo getaway. 

2. Fatboy Slim "Gangster Tripping" (Astralwerks); Check it out now: here's the new one from 
THE funk soul brother (a.k.a. ex-Housemartin/Beats International/alias-meister/DJ Norman Cook) 
who, following his full-length debut LP, had the whole world in those mix-masterful hands with the 

mimic-friendly " Rockefeller Skank." Mr. Slim continues to kick out head-spinning party anthems with 
this horn-fueled, boombastic baby that'll have fans buggin' big-time. You'll be falling all over 

yourself for "Gangster Tripping," capisce? 

3 UNKLE "Bloodstain" (Mo Wax/London): Hardly as gross as it sounds, this sultry drop of sonic 
plasma comes courtesy of the U.K.'s Mo Wax founder James Lavelle and electronic mastermind DJ 
Shadow. Like the Mo Wax roster itself, this cut from UNKLE's album bow, "Psyence Fiction," is an 

out-of-this-world fusion of acid house, jazz, techno, and trip hop, featuring the seductive guest vocals 
of Alice Temple. We hear it's best to soak it in cold water, but chances are this stain won't be easy 

to get rid of—it's bloody brill. 

4. Hooverphonic "Club Montepuldano" (Epic): With their cinematic majesty, it's no wonder these 
Flemish fantasticos first scored international acclaim when they premiered their "2Wicky" on the 

"Stealing Beauty" soundtrack. "Club Montepuldano" is from their second full-length release, "Blue 
Wonder Power Milk," and proves them to be more than a trip-hop phenomenon with its haunting 

guitars, lilting vocals and atmospheric pop. Hooverphonic will suck you in. Join the Club. 

5. Better Than Ezra "At The Stars" (Elektra/EEG): Forgive us, but this New Orleans threesome 
just keeps getting Better and Better. With all the radiance of first single "One More Murder," album 
three's follow-up cut (our fave from the start) sees them going from "Good" to Better to Best. If you 

think the galaxy's huge, just witness the vastness of this shimmering arrangement. Chock full of 
yearning vocals and sharp hooks, it's a sure-fire smash that should have these guys headed 

skyward in no time. Better than lots of people. 

6. Unbelievable Truth "Higher Than Reason" (Virgin): Bring us a hankie, would you luv? When 
those plaintive vocals ascend into falsetto, verily ripping at the heartstrings, it's all too cathartic! 

Courtesy of Britain's latest wunder-trio and their debut, "Almost Here" (name the brother of U.T.'s 
Andy for massive bonus points), this stirring masterpiece is wrapped in warm tones of melodic 

pop that will have you humming along through empathetic sobs. We're betting they'll be 
unbelievably huge—^for many Reasons. 



7. Khaleel "No Mercy" (Hollywood): New York's Bob Khaleel (formerly known as "Bronx Style Bob"), 
along with partner John O'Brien, invites you into a little Caribbean riddim with this rootsy, 

catchier-than-thou concoction from debut album, "People Watching." The themes may be heavy, 
but the sounds are an uplifting sonic holiday, oh overworked PoMo peons! The hot vocals alone 

will toast your buns (as will the top-notch toasting), as swinging sounds get them shaking. 
You'll be saying "Merci" for "No Mercy," mon. 

8. Bijou Phillips" Hawaii" (Almo Sounds): The notoriously wild child of "Papa" John Phillips does 
a little "Hawaii" dreaming, and takes center stage as PoMo's newest princess with this rocking piece 

of Polynesia from her deeply personal debut album. It's grinding and girlie, salty and sweet—a veritable 
pu pu platter of alternative sounds for your listening pleasure. We can't guarantee you'll get lei'd, 

but it's worth taking the trip for this shiny new jewel of a songstress. 

9 Dial-7 "All I Want" (Warner Bros.): Hold the phone, dude—^this spiritual So. Cal. quintet is a racial 
and musical melting pot that's already taken Orange County moshpits by storm. From their first LP, 

"Never Enough Time," this monster chunk of tuneage will prove there just ain't enough time to 
figure out exactly what they're up to, with that politically conscious combo of ragga-rocking, 

rapping, riffing, raging energy that demands mental and mortal mayhem. But don't be confused— 
you know what number to dial. Feeling lucky? 

10. Peter Murphy "Big Love Of A Tiny Fool" (Red Ant): Hot on the heels of the Bauhaus reunion 
tour, the dark god of goth-glam uncoils this semi-autobiographical glimpse from his "Recall" EP— 
a precursor to the early- '99 full-length (two versions of this new track appear on the five-song EP). 
With its neo-electronic bleeps and soundscape inspired by the traditional Turkish "Sufi" style, he 

proves once again to be ahead of his time. Don't be a puny PoMo Fool- get the Big Love for this one. 
It's Murphy's law. 

11. Adamski's Thing "One of the People" (ZTT/Universal): It's the very Thing. UK electro-pioneer 
Adamski wrote the music that became Seal's "Killer" when he was only 21; after a six-year break from 
recording, he's back with this infectious, psychedelic groove. "People" merges funky beats, fly synths, 

dubby bass and insinuating vocals by NYC house king Gerideau. Peep it. 

12. Bernard Butler "Not Alone" (Creation/Columbia/CRG): Butler did it—again. Formerly Suede's 
axe-slinger, this brilliant Brit shows off his knack for sweeping pop hooks and incisive, feel-good riffs 
on his solo debut, "People Move On." The orchestral backdrop and ecstatic string-bending of this 

melodic gem certainly swayed us, and we're not alone. 

13. Remy Zero "Prophecy" (DGC): This Alabama-bred collective's adventurous debut album won 
over fans and fellow musicians alike. Remy's second release, "Villa Elaine," was composed and recorded 

in Los Angeles; it's a more cohesive, song-oriented collection, and one of the year's best rock albums. 
This passionate, driving track has us prophesying big success. 

14. Asian Dub Foundation "Buzzin"' (Slash/London): We dub it sensational. This exhilarating 
jungle-dub-punk-surf-dancehall blend from Britain will have even 'tronica-haters bouncing. The pleasure 
principle, after all, is key to priming audiences for ADF's radical politics. Based in the music-education 
center Community Music, this committed, forward-looking bunch have already laid a solid foundation. 

15. K's Choice "Believe" (550 Music): If you're "Not an Addict" of this Belgian band's emotional, 
melodic rock after their PoMo smash of '96, this cathartic track from their latest album, "Cocoon 

Crash," will hook you for sure. Producer Gil Norton, who helmed discs for Foo Fighters and the Pixies, 
helps set off Sarah Bettens' powerful pipes and her mates' explosive dynamics to brilliant effect. 

Believe it. 

16. Barenaked Ladies "it's All Been Done" (Reprise): It took a lot longer than "One Week" for 
these Canadian power-pop wizards to hit the big time—^they've been dazzling fans for over a decade. 

But this second single from their superb album "Stunt" will strip away any remaining suspicions that 
they're some kind of one-hit wonder. Breathlessly catchy and tuneful, "Done" is full-frontal fun. 

17. Evorything "Good Thing" (Blackbird/Sire): From the good-time Southern popsters who brought 
you the effervescent "Hooch" comes another ecstatic, melodic blast. With a front-porch groove, 

stacked harmonies, swinging horns and a singalong refrain, "Good Thing"—^the second single from 
the Virginia band's album "Super Natural"—is Everything you could hope for in a PoMo world. 

18. The Interpreters" Shout" (RCA): These canny Philadelphians play hard-driving, '60s-inflected 
garage-pop, and their fine indie album "Back in the USSA" has gotten a new, major-label lease on life. 

"Shout" makes an appropriately loud statement with its adrenaline-fueled tempo, stadium-ready guitars 
and shoutalong chorus, interspersed with sweet, insinuating verses. No translation necessary. 

19. LovatUX "First Kiss" (Robbins Entertainment): As dreamy, intoxicating and delicious as its title 
suggests, this London trio's gossamer pop creation—their debut single—glides along on the ethereal 

vocals of singer Ria, whose delicate pipes evoke just the right degree of innocent sensuality. 
Co-produced by '80s radio-ruler Howard Jones, "Kiss" will melt in your mouth. 

20. Dada" Information Undertow" (MCA): These PoMo faves return with a stellar slice of midtempo 
pop-rock that shows off their way with a melody and a timely assessment of our media-saturated era. 
The first salvo from this Los Angeles trio's self-titled album-their first for MCA and fourth overall— 

"Information" should give you the requisite data about Dada: They're better than mama's milk. 

21. W©S Cunningham "So it Goes" (Warner Bros.): The arrival of this Cunningham means happy 
days for fans of fine songcraft and strong, supple vocals. Texas troubadour Wes serves up a loping, 
grooving tale of misdirected emotions on this charming, poppy track~the first single from his album 

debut, "12 Ways to Win People to Your Way of Thinking." So go get a copy! 

Collage Images: Wes Cunningham 

Design: Keith Macleod 
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